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B98 AIR

self-loading rapid-fire
or match air pistol

The match self-loading five-shot air pistol model
AERON B98-AIR is intended both for sports
shooting and for competition shooting complying
with ISSF regulations. It can be used either as a
single shot or a five shot rapid-fire weapon.

The most important characteristics of this up-to-date
weapon is the variable tilt of the walnut anatomical
grips ranging from 110° to 125°, even when the
pistol is under gas pressure. This ensures, together
with the additional weight, optimum hold and
excellent stability when shooting.

The high technical standard with the precision
LOTHAR WALTHER company barrel coupled with
new compensator design and a lot of variable
elements make it possible to meet all individual
requirements of the shooter.

Precision compensator for the
ultimate performance on LOTHAR
WALTHER barrel.

Uniqe 5 shot cartridge shifting mechanism design
allows extremely short rapid-fire times while keeping
well defined shooting precision at the same time. All
5 pellets can be fired in less than 3 seconds.

Adjustable trigger stop,
weight, length and tilt

5-shot cartridge provides
extremely short loading
times.

Micrometer sight is adjustable
in height and lateral directions.

Technical specifications
Calibre:
Lenght:
Height:
Width:
Weight:
Barrel legth:
Sight radius:
Sights:

Trigger:
Trigger weight:
Grips:
Additional weight*:
Cartridge capacity:
Energy source:
Velocity:
Accuracy c-t-c (10 m):
Shot energy
Number of shots
5-shot rapid fire time

4.5 mm / .177"
365 mm / 14.4" (383, 409 mm / 15.1", 16.1")
160 mm / 6.3"
49.5 mm / 1.9"
~1.05 kg / ~2.2 lbs
210 mm / 8.3" (230 mm, 254 mm / 9", 10"
optional) (w/o compensator)
325 mm / 12.8" (with 210 mm / 8.3" barrel)
front: interchangable, 3.5 - 5 mm
rear: micrometer adjustable in height and
lateral directions. Adj. blade 2.8-3.8mm
adjustable trigger stop, weight,
length and tilt
adjustable
anatomical right or left walnut grips
with adjustable tilt 110°-125°
displaceable, barrel mounted
5 pellets (or 1 pellet according to
ISSF regulations)
200bar compressed air filling from external
pressure source with charging adaptor*
~135 ms-1 / ~443 fps
< 2.0 mm / < 0.079"
4.56J
> 100 from internal pressure tank
< 3s

Standard accessories:
·
·
·
·
·

a rigid profiled carry case for one pistol and
accessories
brass charging adaptors for included compressed air
cylinder
compressed air cylinder
additional cut-outs for a pack of standard air pellets
complete set of tools

Supplied in a rigid carry case
with a lining for the pistol and
factory standard accessories.

*other sizes / weight may be ordered
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